UFC 254 khabib nurmagomedov vs justin gaethje live stream online

How UFC 254 is shaping up to be biggest card of the year: Lightweight king Khabib Nurmagomedov looking to realise late father’s dream, Tony Ferguson
on the comeback trail while Robert Whittaker takes on the man no-one wants to face at middleweight
We’re over one month away from the biggest lightweight title fight in UFC history, with Khabib Nurmagomedov defending his 155 lbs championship for a
third time when he faces Justin Gaethje on October 24.
Robert Whittaker, Zabit Magomedsharipov and Rafael dos Anjos will feature at the unconfirmed location, while White revealed that Tony Ferguson and
Justin Gaethje are likely to be the co-main event.
Khabib tweeted on Wednesday that he is headlining ‘the best card of the year’, so Sportsmail runs through the stacked card and why UFC 254 may well
be the best fight card of the year.

Khabib Nurmagomedov vs Justin Gaethje
https://ufcfightstonight.com/

There has been no stopping Khabib Nurmagomedov since his arrival in the UFC eight years
ago, with the Eagle steamrolling every challenger thrown in his direction.

The 31-year-old is 28 fights undefeated and is targeting a win over Gaethje before a
showdown with UFC legend Georges St Pierre, to round off a remarkable mixed martial arts ca
But a win over the Highlight is far from a formality, with the American viewed as the opponent
that will pose the most challenging questions to the undefeated Dagestani.

Tony Ferguson vs Dustin Poirier (not yet confirmed)
This one is yet to be made official, although UFC chief White has revealed that Tony Ferguson will ‘probably’
co-headline UFC 254 with a bout against former title challenger Dustin Poirier.
The pair have both been crowned interim lightweight champion, but neither have been able to take that next step in
becoming undisputed king of the 155 pounders.
Zabit Magomedsharipov vs Yair Rodriguez
Next up is a man who will be feeling as though his shot at the featherweight title is due any minute now. Zabit
Magomedsharipov has patiently waited on the sidelines while Alexander Volkanovski and Max Holloway have twice
fought for the 145 lbs belt.
Talk of a third bout between the champion and Holloway has angered the Russian, who has dazzled fans with
jaw-dropping striking while also being able to dominate on the ground.
Robert Whittaker vs Jared Cannonier
Another man on the road to redemption is Robert Whittaker. The former middleweight king is looking to ascend to
the summit of the 185 pounders after being knocked off his perch by Israel Adesanya last year.
The Australian was impressive last time out against Darren Till at Fight Island, securing a huge win over the popular
Liverpudlian in a strong message to the rest of the division that he won’t be going away quietly.

Islam Makhachev vs Rafael dos Anjos
Throughout his eight-fight UFC career, Islam Makhachev has quietly played the understudy to Khabib Nurmagomedo
Makhachev is a loyal ‘brother’ of Nurmagomedov, and is regularly seen training with the lightweight champion as
part of his team at AKA in San Jose.
Makhachev has been labelled a future UFC lightweight champion, and with Khabib reportedly eyeing up two more
fights, the time is now for the Dagestani to put himself in a position to capture the belt

Rafael dos Anjos vs Islam Makhachev returns to lightweight at UFC 254
Dos Anjos (30-13 MMA, 18-11 UFC), the former 155-pound titleholder, is set to take on Islam Makhachev (18-1
MMA, 7-1 UFC) at UFC 254 on Oct. 24. The event is expected to take place at Yas Island in Abu Dhabi, but has
not been officially announced.
MMA Junkie verified the matchup with multiple people close to the situation following an initial report from BJ
Penn.com. The people requested anonymity because UFC has yet to make an announcement.
Dos Anjos will return to lightweight for the first time since a November 2016 loss to Tony Ferguson. The Brazilian
started out his welterweight tenure at 3-0, but has since dropped four of his past five, with his lone win coming
over Kevin Lee. He will return to his original weight class, where he hasn’t won since December 2015, when he
takes on the streaking Makhachev.
Makhachev has had a hard time drawing a top-ranked opponent. After suffering his lone career loss in 2015,
Makhachev has won six straight, most recently out-grappling Davi Ramos at UFC 242 in September.

What time does it on?
UFC 254 began at 6 pm ET, Saturday, Oct. 24. The main card begins at 10 pm ET.
The Khabib vs Gaethje is live from UFC Fight Island in Abu Dhabi.
When and where is the fight?
The UFC 254 main card will begin on Saturday, 10:00 pm ET on October 24th, at Flash Forum, Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates.
What TV channel does it on?
UFC 254 early prelims will start at 6:00 ET and prelims start at 8:00 ET bords are watch on UFC Fight
Pass and ESPN+. The main card including Khabib vs Gaethje will be shown on ESPN+ PPV.
MMA fight fans are probably aware of Khabib Nurmagomedov and his dominance in the cage. He is a
Russian fighter that has a record of 28-0-0. He is considered a feared fighter because it is hard to take him
down and finish him off. Ray Gaethje’s fight record is 22-2-0. He lost two of his matches. However, he is
considered a world-class wrestler who has an intense ground game on the mat. Both fighters are almost
equally matched in fighting skill and ability. Still, we’re going to take a closer look at these warriors and see
how they stack up in the cage.

Fight Stats for Gaethje and Khabib
Justin Gaethje is 32 and he is 5-foot 11-inches tall. He weighs in at 155 pounds. He has a 70-inch reach
and fights in an orthodox stance. Khabib Nurmagomedov is his junior since he is 31-years-old.
Nurmagomedov has a 70-inch reach, fights in an orthodox stance, and is 5-foot 10-inches tall. Both
fighter’s stats are almost the same in terms of their physical makeup. However, their fighting styles are diffe
Nurmagomedov is a master grappler. He has been trained in various fighting styles such as wrestling,
judo, and the Russian fighting style, Sambo. He is also a takedown artist. In other words, he is known for
quickly getting his opponents onto the mat where his grappling skills kick in. He also has the ability to
strike and keep his opponents in trouble. Nurmagomedov took on opponents such as the legendary
Connor McGregor and Dustin Poirier defeating them both.
MMA fighting analysts believes that Nurmagomedov has the advantage in this matchup. Khabib is known
as “The Eagle”. He got this name because of his ability to take people down. This is similar to an eagle’s
skill of taking their prey and dropping them to the ground for the kill. Nurmagomedov is expected to give
Gaethje all sorts of problems because of his superior wrestling and grappling ability.
Now let’s take a look at Gaethje. He is no slouch when it comes to the fight game. This All-American
Division-I wrestler is a well-decorated MMA fighter. To top this off, he has a very aggressive form of
fighting. Gaethje, surprisingly, doesn’t use his wrestling skills unless he absolutely has to. He relies more
on his ability to strike and attack opponents standing up. He takes a lot of punishment this way, but his
opponents will often wear themselves out. Once this happens Gaethje unleashes on them until he has
gained the victory. His fighting style is totally different and if an opponent is not careful, they can get
caught up in this unusual fighting method.
Gaethje could win this fight if he is able to use his wrestling skills to avoid Khabib’s takedown and
grappling abilities. However, if he has to get Khabib to the mat to win, he should just take him out early as
possible. The fact is that Khabib is just dangerous to have to linger around the ring. He does not want to
continue to go back and forth with this fighter.

How to watch
What: Khabib vs Gaethje
When: Saturday, 10:00 pm ET on October 24th
Where: Flash Forum, Yes Island, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.
TV channel: ESPN, ESPN+
Online streaming: ESPN+ PPV (pay-per-view)
Prelims: WatchESPN
To see the Khabib vs Gaethje, you’ll need to subscribe or purchase to ESPN+ pay-per-view. If you’re not
already an ESPN+ subscriber, you can purchase a discounted package that includes an annual plan along
with UFC 254 with over 30% savings for $84.98.
ESPN+ subscribers can stream the Khabib vs Gaethje via their computer at Watch ESPN, but through apps
via the ESPN app, or on a smart device PlayStations, Xbox, Chromecast, Roku, Fire TV, Apple TV, and
Samsung Smart TVs.
Las Vegas has different odds of this matchup between Khabib and Justin. However, nearly all those odds
have Khabib winning this fight by a wide margin. Gaethje will be the underdog going into this match. Again, if
Gaethje can rely on his wrestling ability he just might stand a chance with defeating Khabib.
UFC 254 Fight Card
Khabib Nurmagomedov vs Justin Gaethje (TITLE FIGHT)
Robert Whittaker vs Jared Cannonier
Alexander Volkov vs Walt Harris
Islam Makhachev vs Rafael dos Anjos
Cynthia Calvillo vs Lauren Murphy
Magomed Ankalaev vs Ion Cu elaba
Preliminary card
Stefan Struve vs Tai Tuivasa
Jacob Malkoun vs Phil Hawes
Early preliminary card
Umar Nurmagomedov vs Sergey Morozov

UFC 254 Official Channel
Fox and UFC TV are no longer providing the PPV package for the customers. ESPN replaces their position.
To be precise, you are able to grant the PPV access through the ESPN+ platform.UFC has made a contract
with ESPN. The ESPN+ will exclusively broadcast the PPV event of the UFC. And the UFC 254 also joins
with it.

Event UFC 254
Date October 24, 2020
Time 10:00 PM ET
Location Las Vegas , USA
Live Stream Watch Here
Perhaps just like with many other fans, we have been realizing the risk of cancellation or postponement
from the organizers because of the coronavirus outbreak. However, there has yet to be an announcement
about the cancellation from the officials. The status of the event is still on the right track. It is indeed a good
news for all the UFC fans around the world since you have the chance to watch your favorite fighters on scree
Make sure to stick to the official Channel, ESPN+ to watch UFC 254 through your favorite devices. ESPN+
is only $5 per month. However, you will need to purchase the PPV separately to enjoy the UFC 254 later.
How to watch UFC 254 khabib vs Gaethje Live Online?
ESPN+ has taken over the right for broadcasting the UFC PPV events. Therefore, you will want to subscribe
to the ESPN+ to watch UFC 254 Live online.In order to purchase the PPV in the ESPN+, you need to be the
subscriber of the provider first. It only costs you $5 per month to subscribe. And if you are not planning to
watch the other PPV events in the future, a monthly subscription should be an adequate option for you.
If you already have live streaming subscriptions like fubo TV, Sling TV, or Hulu, then you just need to
proceed purchasing PPV for the UFC 254 .
The new contract between the UFC and ESPN has brought an irresistible advantage for the cord cutters
around the world since they won’t need to deal with TV cable or satellite anymore. If you’re one of them, all
you need to do is just proceed to use your existing live streaming option or the ESPN+ to purchase the UFC
254 PPV and reserve your option to watch the upcoming bout.
Besides the prices of the subscription that you need to prepare, you will also need to add another sixty
bucks to purchase the PPV. Or, you could buy the ESPN+ bundle if it is your first time using the ESPN+
service. It can help you save more money to get the bundles.
Besides ESPN+, you can also get the PPV through other live streaming platforms such as Hulu, YuTube
TV, Sling TV, as well as DirecTV. If you already subscribe to one of these services, then you just need to
proceed purchasing the PPV for the UFC 254 . After finishing your transaction, the live streaming providers
will give you the pass to the UFC 254 main event coverage. Make sure you circle your calendar and the
schedule so that you won’t miss the event.

UFC 254 Streaming Services?
If you are asking if you can watch UFC 254 live stream, then there are abundant options that you can consider
from the market. But first things first, you will want to prepare your compatible device and decent internet
connection in advance to get the live streaming service. The thing is that your internet connection will be the
key to the quality of the streaming.
Khabib vs Gaethje UFC 254 Streaming services you can consider
ESPN+ – Obviously, it will be the first that pops up because it is the official service. It costs $5 per month and
just $50 per year. You can save a lot of money by using its annual service.
YouTube TV
YouTube TV – It costs $40 per month with premium channels included in the package. Its streaming package
already includes ESPN. Through this platform, you will also be able to purchase the PPV.
AT&T TV
AT&T TV Now – formerly known as DirecTV Now, it provides a great live streaming service with expensive
price. Well, the price does justify its quality. it has such high speed so that you won’t be bothered with
buffering when using the service.
PS Vue -PS Vue is probably popular amongst the PS3 and PS4 users. But it is actually a service for the
public. In its basic package, it already includes ESPN which you can use to watch UFC 254.
Hulu
Hulu includes ESPN. Its basic subscription with Live TV plan costs $45 per month. If you already have it, add
another sixty bucks to purchase the PPV UFC 254.
Sling TV
Sling TV to pick its Orange Plan which costs you $25 per month. This package includes ESPN in its gallery.
Purchase the PPV through Sling TV using your sole credentials.
Watch UFC 254 Live On Cable?
UFC 254: Nurmagomedov vs. Gaethje is an upcoming mixed martial arts event produced by the Ultimate
Fighting Championship that will take place on October 24, 2020
If you are subscribing to cable or satellite package, it is just one step ahead to watch this great fight at your
place. ESPN+ is the official provider of the live streaming. Since it is a PPV event, you will need to spend
another sixty bucks in order to attain the access.

ESPN+ is a premium streaming service that focuses on the sport content. This service allows you to watch
your favorite sport content through your computer or laptop web browser, mobile device, and other compatible d
Not to mention that ESPN+ is the only official way you can stream live PPV UFC 254 events. Depending on
which platform you are using, you will be able to order the PPV right at your place without any hassle. If you
are not sure, reach out to your local provider for further information.

UFC 254 Khabib vs Gaethje Fight without cable?
It is simple and straightforward to reserve your live streaming option to watch UFC 254 through your
favorite devices.
For all the cord cutters, cord-cutting has been the most prevalent ways to follow favorite content
through their favorite device. The contract between the ESPN+ and the UFC has made it easier to
reserve the option to watch the upcoming UFC events, including UFC 254 : Khabib vs Gaethje.The
good thing here is that while the venue might get locked down because of the outbreak, Dana White
has confirmed that the plan is still going on.
If you have subscribed to ESPN or ESPN+ service, you just need to proceed purchasing the PPV right
now to reserve your option.It is good to know that you don’t need to own cable or satellite subscription
to proceed. Instead, you just need to purchase the PPV at the ESPN+.
For most cord cutters, the live streaming platforms are the main option. Chances are you already have
live streaming service at your part. So, you just need to proceed with the PPV purchase.There are
some live streaming services that include ESPN in their package such as Sling TV, Hulu, YouTube TV,
AT&T TV Now, as well as PlayStation Vue.

UFC 254 Khabib vs Gaethje PPV Price and How to buy/Order
ESPN+ is providing the PPV for the upcoming UFC 254 . If you are not planning to attend the venue or
simply want to watch the actions through your favorite screen, you can purchase the PPV from the ESPN
ESPN+ offers the monthly memberships that costs $5, or $50 annually, or $13 a month if you bundle it
with Hulu and Disney Plus.ESPN+ is a sports streaming service which offers wonderful content of
sports including the UFC.
If you are new to this, I suggest you take the ESPN+ bundle that only costs you $85 for annual
subscription + UFC 254 PPV event. For the existing member of ESPN+, you need to pay $60 for each
PPV match.Just visit the official site of ESPN+, and pick your option. Finish the transaction, and you’re
good to go.
How Can I Watch UFC 254 Live on Australia
Folks in Australia will also need to purchase the PPV in order to watch UFC 254 . UFC 254 will be
exclusively aired in Australia as the main event. Because of the time difference, the broadcast will take
place on Sunday Afternoon. The officials confirmed that it should be taking place at 14:00 AEDT.
Different from the original country, you will need to go through Foxtel or Opus to attain the access of
the PPV. The PPV for this event is $54.95, ten bucks cheaper than purchasing PPV in the US.
If you already subscribe to Foxtel or Opus, you just need to proceed with your PPV purchase. Reach
out your provider if you need further information.
Ireland
Ireland viewers can tune in the Eleven Sports. As mentioned, BT Sport will no longer provide the
service starting from December 3rd. You will want to purchase the PPV through the UFC.tv for safer
and more comfortable option. If you already have the UFC FIGHT PASS, the process will be much
easier. Not to mention that you can also watch Preliminary Fights live stream for free by using your
FIGHT PASS credentials.
Russia
Viewers in Russia can order the PPV Package to watch the UFC 254 live from their favorite device.
You could tune in Fox Sports or ESPN to watch the preliminary fights for free. The good thing here is
that you can also use your UFC Fight Pass to watch the boats excluding the main event. Check your
full options in the UFC.tv. MatchTV is the official broadcaster in Russia. You could also purchase the

How Can You UFC 254 Live Streaming Online From other Countries
Fox Sports (United States)
BT Sport (United Kingdom)
OSN (Middle East)
Fight Network (Canada)
ViaPlay (Denmark)
WOWOW (Japan)
MatchTV (Russia)
Globo (Brazil)
When you are browsing the media streaming services options, make sure you pick one that provides the
channels that we mentioned above.
If you have been following the actions of the UFC, you will also want to watch UFC 254 . It has never been
too early to reserve the option to follow the spectacular moments. Here we are going to share you
UFC 254 Live Streaming For United Kingdom
Live streaming the UFC 254 for the UK is easy and straightforward. If you are travelling or living in the UK,
consider tuning into the BT Sport.FYI, BT Sport has confirmed the full broadcasting rights in the UK and
Ireland, with the exception that it won’t provide the content as a PPV event. Well, it is great news, right?
Folks who have been subscribing to BT Sport won’t need to spend any penny to enjoy the UFC 254
through their favorite device. The card will not be a PPV event. So, you just need to tune into the BT Sport
1 in the designated time to watch the UFC 254 headliners.
Keep in mind that there’s a time difference between the UK and the US. Make sure to tune into your
favorite channel at 3 a.m. in the UK. If you can’t make it, you won’t need to worry since you can use its
streaming-free play page to see the full UFC 254 anytime you want. If you want to watch all of the matches
including the undercard, you can also watch them all through BT Sport 2 HD. Keep in mind that this option
also works if you’re in Ireland too.
Khabib vs Gaethje Fight Streaming Online From other Countries
The UFC events including the headliners are available on the ESPN+ streaming service in the US. As we
know, ESPN is exclusive in the US and the select markets. If you’re out of the area, you might not be able
to use the service because of the blackout.But you can actually nail it by using the VPN service when
you’re out of the US.
By using the VPN service, you can be anywhere but still attaining the access to the show. Pick the best
VPN service you can find on the market and have it installed in your preferred device. When you travel
around, you will want to prepare your VPN and the streaming app, as well as a decent internet connection
to watch UFC 254 anywhere you want. Connect to the US server, or any server where the service you
subscribe is hosting.
There are a lot of VPN services out there. I suggest you take the reputable one to avoid any waste of time
and money. There are several popular names that you can check such as Expressvpn, Nord VPN, Private
Access Network, and so on.
ESPN+ has the exclusive rights for the UFC fights around the world. Therefore, you won’t go wrong to
subscribe with this service and proceed.
Watch UFC 254 on Roku, Fire TV, KODI, or Chromecast
If you are using Roku, Fire TV, KODI, or Chromecast, the options to watch UFC 254 through your device
are plenty. ESPN+, as the main broadcaster of the UFC PPV Event, dispatches its service through various
compatible devices including Roku, Fire TV, KODI, as well as Chromecast.

How to watch UFC 254 online on Tablet or Smartphone?
With the valid subscription of ESPN+ or other official live streaming services, you will be able to watch UFC
254 on your tablet or smartphone. For instance, the ESPN+ app is available in both iOS and Android.
However, the devices with outdated OS won’t work with the app. If you have an older version of smartphone
or tablet, you might want to test flight first. If you have most recent OS versions, you are good to go. You can
easily find the app on your App Store or Play Store.
For the subscription of the live streaming service, you can either download and install the app on your device
and register, or register through their official sites by your laptop, PC, or mobile device. You will need your
credentials to grant the live streaming access on your tablet or smartphone.
UFC 254 Live Stream Using VPN Services
The UFC 254 Live Steam services are available in many countries. But as you subscribe to specific service in
your country, you’d experience a blackout when you are out of the country.
The UFC Events and PPV Cards around the world are popular. But the geo-restriction often prevents the fans
from watching their favorite sports content wherever they want.But don’t fret yet because there’s a way to
outsmart this sily restriction.
If you have been familiar with the VPN service, then you are good to go. The VPN Service allows us to
connect to the specific server and proclaim our address as if we are coming from another country. In this
case, you just need to connect to the acceptable server (by the live streaming service) and proceed.
There are a lot of options out there but I’d recommend you to focus on the reputable and trustworthy providers
such as Expressvpn, Nord VPN, Cyber Ghost, Hotspot Shield, and so on.
As we know, the ESPN+ is available in the US. If you are out of the country, you just need to connect to the
US server then open your ESPN+ to grant the access. It is as simple as that.
How to watch UFC 254 Khabib vs Gaethje Fight in Russia
If you are travelling or living in Russia, you could tune into 1TV.Ru. This channel is available for the TV or
satellite subscriber. But if you are in Russia, you can also watch UFC 254 through this channel on its official
live streaming site. Hover your mouse to 1TV.Ru and you can enjoy the coverage without further ado.
How To Watch UFC 254 Live Stream on Social Network
If you are asking about watching on Social Network, then the answer is easy and straightforward.You can
follow the official social networks of the UFC to find latest information, news, highlights, and sort of contents.
But for the full coverage, you cannot expect much.
Chances are you will find the live streaming link on social networks like Facebook, Twitter, or Reddit, but then
it will redirect you to the purchase pages. So, live streaming the full UFC 254 event on social network is not an
option for you.

If you are only interested with the highlights or quick information, don’t hesitate to follow the officials’ social netw
How to be Buy UFC UFC 254 Tickets
Tickets have been available for a while in the market. You can probably reserve the tickets right now for you
and your groups but there are limitations for one single purchase made by an individual.
While the tickets are sold out from the first market, you can still attain the tickets from secondary marketplaces
such as SeatGeek, StubHub, TicketMasters, etc. However, embrace the variety of the prices so that you will
want to compare them first before proceeding.

